A high speed security algorithm is always important for wired/wireless environment. The 
In general cost of an algorithm covers the computational efficiency and storage requirement for different implementations such as hardware, software or smart cards. And the algorithm should have implementation flexibility and simplicity [5] .This paper proposes a novel scheme incorporating these characters in AES.
The performance of both AES Key generation and AES encryption methods are determined. Performance of the key generation methods depends upon the secrecy of a key. So a key needs to be random. Random keys can be generated using Liner Feedback Shift Register(LFSR).
In this paper, section 2 describes the introduction to the AES algorithm; section 3 describes the pipelining of the AES algorithm, section 4 describes the search based memory, section 5 describes the pipelining of the key scheduling algorithm, section 6 shows the comparison of the different synthesized hardware utilization and finally section 7 presents the conclusion.
2.AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
The standard comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256, adopted from a larger collection originally published as Rijndael. Each AES cipher has a 128-bit input block size, with key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits, respectively. The AES ciphers have been analyzed extensively and are now used worldwide [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] . The AES algorithm organizes the data block in a four-row and row-major ordered matrix. In both encryption and decryption, the AES algorithm uses a round function. The step involved are given below 1 
3.Pipelining of AES Encryption
As it can be seen from the figure 1 the pipelined architecture is just a modification of the iterative looping architecture except that in between the two rounds a register is included. These registers help us in achieving the pipelining of the AES.
Basically pipelining means to process the data that is given as input in a continuous manner without having to wait for the current process to get over. This pipelining concept is seen in many processors. In the architecture in the figure 1 the registers are used to store the current output of the round that is being executed. Now instead of passing the output of each round to the next round directly we use a register which would act as a bypass or an internal register. Since the current rounds' value is stored in the register the next input to the current round can be given as soon as the current output is obtained. And the input to the next round is given from the register thus avoiding a direct contact between the two rounds. This is not possible in the iterative looping architecture because the next input can be given only when the whole round based processing is over since the same hardware is used over and again in the process of obtaining the cipher text. Thus, the pipelined architecture increases the speed of execution for obtaining the cipher text but at a cost of increased hardware. In the substitute bytes we use a look up table based S-box. This contributes for some of the hardware in the form of block RAMs. With the help of a search based look up table (LUT) we can reduce the hardware cost to a considerable extent. This is described in the next section. From the results, it is very clear that, as the number of inputs is greater than 4 there will be progressive decrease in the time at which the output is obtained when compared to the AES iterative looping structure. Thus by using the AES pipelined architecture we have seen an increase in the throughput whose proportions increases as the size of data increases. Invariably, the size of inputs is going to be high in real time application as large volumes of data are fragmented in to 128 bits each and fed as input. But the hardware utilization is higher than that of the iterative looping architecture. But this is a trade off that needs to be done in order to achieve higher speeds in encryption.
4.Search Based Memory
It's a kind of storage technique which includes comparison logic with each bit of storage. A data value is broadcast to all words of storage and compared with the values there. Words which match are flagged in some way. Subsequent operations can then work on flagged words, e.g. read them out one at a time or write to certain bit positions in all of them. It is similar to a special type of computer memory used in certain very high speed searching applications.
Unlike standard computer memory (RAM) in which the user supplies a memory address and the RAM returns the data word stored at that address, this is designed such that the user supplies a data word and the algorithm searches its entire memory to see if that data word is stored anywhere in it. If the data word is found, the algorithm returns a list of one or more storage addresses where the word was found (and in some architecture, it also returns the data word or other associated pieces of data). This search based memory concept can be used in the S-box which results in the reduction of the number of block RAMs used thereby reducing the hardware utilization and making the pipelining more efficient.
5.Pipelining Of Key Schedule Algorithm
Apart from Encryption and Decryption Module, another main component is Key Expansion Schedule. The security factor of the AES Encryption / Decryption Standard mainly depends on this part. For better security, in AES Algorithm first round user key is XORed with the original Plain / Cipher Text. And next round onwards Expanded Key from Expanded Key Schedule is XORed with data. The expansion algorithm of the AES is fixed [5] . To speed up the process of Key Generation, it is preferable to opt for pipeline architecture
5.1.Pipelined architecture for key expansion module
The figure 2 presents the hardware architecture for Key Expansion Module which is one of the main components of the Grand Key. Key Expander comprises of EX-OR, Pipelined Data Registers. Since there are 44 words used in the key expansion process 44 data registers will be used, four in each stage of the pipeline.
From the figure 2 we can clearly see that registers are included between each round and thereby creating a sort of buffer between each round to provide the input without having to wait for the whole process to get over. So since the inputs are given at a faster rate and outputs are also obtained at a faster rate. So without pipelining the second output is obtained at the end of 22 cycles but with the help of pipelining the output is obtained at the end of 12 cycles thereby speeding up the process of obtaining the output.
6.Comparison of Hardware Utilization
As can be seen from the table 1, the hardware utilization of the pipelined architecture far exceeds that of the iterative architecture. But when a search based s-box is used in AES pipelined architecture some of the important device consumption are reduced or completely eliminated. The need for Number of block RAMs which are important resources in any chips are completely eliminated when a search based S-box is used in AES pipelined algorithm. There is 2% consumption of block RAMs in iterative architecture without search based s-box and AES pipelined architecture on a virtex 5 board. [1] , [2] . Also the Number of fully used Bit Slices is substantially reduced in AES pipelined architecture with a search based memory which is even lower than in the iterative architecture. The input/output device utilization is constant in all the three architectures. All other devices such as slice registers, flip-flops and LUTs are understandably lower in case of iterative architecture. Thus with the help of search based s-box in AES pipelined algorithm some of the key resource utilization is reduced. Trade-off between iterative architecture and pipelined architecture and at the same time ensuring the tremendous throughput as in pipelined feature [3] .
The table 2 shows the comparison of the synthesized hardware utilization of the key expansion algorithm, with and without pipelining. It is clear from the table that the hardware utilized by the pipelined architecture is higher than th hardware utilized by the ordinary key expansion algorithm. There is a definite increase in the throughput. So there is a little trade-off that has to be made in the hardware utilization in order to get faster output. 
AES Algorithm hardware implementation methods
Various methods of AES algorithm hardware implementation are, non feed back mode of AES, pipelining of AES and pipelining of AES key in encryption, AES pipelining with search based memory of S-box implementation, and implementation of LFSR based key in AES algorithm. From these implementations of AES algorithm it is possible to select suitable method of AES algorithm to get high throughput support in real time applications. In the existing encryption method for voice in real time application uses AES encryption scheme [3] .It is necessary to increase the rate of encryption of information for real time application There are several operating modes followed for hardware implementation of symmetric block ciphers. These modes can be divided into 2 main categories. 1) Non feed back mode-Electronic code book (ECB) and counter mode 2) Feed back mode -cipher block chaining mode (CBC), cipher feed back mode (CFB), output feed back mode (OFB).
Encryption of each subsequent block of data can be performed independently from processing other blocks in the non feedback mode. In detail all blocks are encrypted in parallel. It is not possible in the case of feedback mode. As result, all blocks must be encrypted sequentlially, with no capability for parallel processing. Non feedback modes are parts of the standardization of ATM networks. The interleaved CBC mode has a potential to offer security of feedback modes combined with the performance of non feedback modes. Both of these modes are likely to be considered by NIST for standardization as future AES operating modes, and they become part of other standardization.
An important parameter which describes the operation of the key scheduling unit is encryption/decryption key set up latency. This is defined as the amount of time necessary to begin encryption or decryption after providing the input key. Key setup latencies are important in applications where only several blocks of data are encrypted between two consecutive key changes [8] . This key set up latency may play a important role on widespread protocols such as IPSec and ATM with small sizes of packets. And consecutive packets are encrypted using different keys. This can be minimized in the approach of pipelining on AES architecture. If the key set up latency is only the fraction of the time needed to encrypt one block of data, the key is allowed to change randomly [8] , [9] . If the key setup latency is several times bigger than the time necessary to encrypt a single block of data. As the result, switching to the new key either introduces an extra delay or requires an additional circuitry to store the internal keys at the time.
Performance analysis of hardware implementation of iterative looping based AES architecture, pipelining architecture of the AES, and pipelining architecture with search based memory on s box of AES algorithm are compared.
An important resource is the number of blocks in any chips are completely reduced to NIL when a search based S-box is applied over the pipelined architecture of the AES algorithm. The number of fully pipelined AES used bit slices is reduced substantially with the search based memory of s box in the pipelined architecture of AES. It is also observed that the input and output device utilization is understandably constant. Thus with the help of search based S-box some of the main resource utilization is reduced. And also it is observed about the search based S box is ensuring the tremendous throughput as in pipelined feature. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the various methods of AES encryption module. It can be seen that the hardware utilization in the pipelined architecture is far higher than in the iterative looping architecture. But the number of block RAMs is reduced with the use of a search based S-box. So with the use of AES fully pipelined architecture the throughput has been increased tremendously.
But there is an increase in the area because of use of the fully pipelined architecture. This is a trade off that has to be made to achieve high speeds. If the search based S-box is used in pipelined architecture AES some of the important device consumption are reduced or completely eliminated. In this Figure 3 number of hardware measurement parameters is used to compare the AES implementation. By using three different architectures.SR is the number of Slice registers, SL is the number of Slice LUTs, L is the number used as logic, M is the number used as memory, SRL is the number used as SRL,BS is the number of bit slices used, FF is the number with an unused flip flop, UL is the number of unused LUTs, FBS is the number of full used Bit Slices, IO is the number of IO,IOB is the number of IOB,FIFO is the number of Block RAM/FIFO,BUFG is the number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs.
Performance of the key expansion algorithm of AES encryption algorithm with pipelining and without pipelining.
The performance of the key expansion algorithm of AES algorithm is given in the figure 4 for without pipelining and with pipelining. Each round of AES algorithm needs round key from the key expansion algorithm. So the AES algorithm is also depends upon the speed of the round key generation. To increase the speed of key generation pipelining approach is used. The number of hardware utilization is compared with both pipelining key expansion algorithm and without key expansion algorithm. 
Comparative analysis of computation time for various methods of AES key generation and AES encryption.
The comparison of time taken for various values in one round and 10 numbers of rounds are given in the figure 4 . Figure 5 presents comparison of time taken for various values of rounds involved in AES.X axis represents various modules of AES encryption algorithm and Y axis represents time in nano second Time taken for generating round key in AES algorithm using its own key expansion algorithm is compared with time taken for pipelined key generation of AES encryption algorithm. The time for one round key generation in key expansion and pipelined key expansion algorithm is 120 ns and 12 ns correspondingly. Time taken for AES encryption is 20 ns in AES encryption with pipelining and without pipelining. This can be reduced to 10 ns if the AES round uses search based S box substitution in module of the AES round. 
Comparison of hardware utilization of various methods of AES encryption methods.
Hardware utilization of different methods of AES encryption algorithm is given in the figure 7. Overall hardware utilization in the implementation of AES encryption is compared here. Pipelined AES algorithm requires 10% of additional hardware compared to the standard encryption algorithm. But this additional hardware requirement can be further reduced by using search based S-box in the pipelined AES encryption stages. The hardware utilization of pipelined AES encryption and pipelined key generation is provided in the figure 6. The hardware utilization of the LFSR based key performance on AES encryption algorithm and counter mode of AES encryption algorithm is also provided. In this implementation, counter mode of AES encryption algorithm can use the same hardware present in standard AES algorithm. The non feedback method of AES encryption is a counter mode which uses the same hardware for decryption. Thus the number of hardware used for the AES algorithm is reduced. This can be used in VoIP environment for better support with minimum number of hardware. The information rate obtained by AES encryption algorithm exceeds with an average of 4.3 compared to the standard encryption algorithm. In VoIP network the speed of throughput of the confidential information can be increased by using the search based S box on pipelined AES using minimum number of hardware. The encryption algorithm aims at two constraints; one is to increase the speed of the Information rate and the other is lesser number of hardware. 
Conclusion
The speed of encryption is of prime importance in applications where data is to be transmitted at high speeds. Thus, with use of fully pipelined architecture the throughput and hence the speed of encryption is increased tremendously. But there is an increase in area because of pipelining. In an attempt to reduce this area search based S-box was implemented and this was successful in reducing the number of block RAMs. The hardware implementation provides faster speed and better security when compared to software models. Thus the proposed method could be successfully implemented in currently developing technologies like VoIP systems where encryption of both voice and data takes place and where the speed of encryption is very critical. Also a pipelined architecture of the key pipelining was proposed which can be utilized in the environment where the key needs to be changed at a faster rate. LFSR based key can also be a solution for the requirement of faster key rate needs certain in environment. Counter mode of AES encryption algorithm is also implemented through this proposal. This non feedback counter mode does not depend on additional hardware for decryption which uses the same amount of hardware VoIP environment.
